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Abstract
Problem: Efficient storage of k-mer counting tables is a crucial part in many
bioinformatics pipelines given the ubiquity of alignment-free methods. Common
counting tools [1, 2, 3, 4] usually output compressed data structures containing both
k-mers and their counter values. These exact representations, albeit more memory
efficient than more naive solutions, remain rather large for in-memory usage even
on modern commodity computers. For example, counting all 32-mers in the human
reference genome with KMC [2] produces a 20 GB file, well above the 8 GB of RAM
most computers have today. For a sufficiently large k, the distribution of k-mer
frequencies (k-mer spectrum) of most datasets follow a power-law distribution, where
most k-mers appear a small number of times and only a few ”heavy hitters” have
large counter values. Representing power-law distributed counters with fixed-size
words can be inefficient because only few k-mers will effectively have a counter using
all allocated bits. Recent solutions try to use small counter words for low frequencies
allocating additional space only when needed [5]. In many applications, explicitly
storing the k-mers alongside their counters can be avoided if the set of k-mers is
static. Minimal Perfect Hash Functions (MPHFs) [6, 7, 8, 9, 10] take advantage of
this intuition by producing a bijective mapping between keys and integer values from
1 to the size of the input set. Both keys and values are handled by a data structure
external to the MPHF, which does not solve the problem of wasting space for small
counters, and needs to be rebuilt from scratch for a new key addition or deletion.
Results: Here we present Set-min sketch, a sketching technique for associative
tables between keys and labels where the distribution of the labels is power-law. In
our work, we focus on the special case where keys are k-mers, labels are multiplicities,
the k-mer spectrum is power-law. We show, both theoretically and experimentally,
that our sketch can be more space-efficient than MPHFs and provides better error
guarantees compared to equally-dimensioned Count-Min sketches [11]
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